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Prexy Sez
At a board meeting early  
this    year    the    chapter 
treasurer,  Kevin  Gardner, 
announced         to         all 
assembled  that  the  brain 
cancer  he  fought  several 
years before had recurred. 
Kevin  said  that he  would  
be   unable   to  continue... 
(read more)  

Joseph Hauf, PE 

Is  your  fire rated duct actually fire rated in accordance with code requirements?
Please join us in welcoming Joseph Hauf, PE, to the October 18th meeting. 
The presentation  is set up with the intent to be  non-commercialized and code-focused 
on a very important  and misunderstood subject. Many types  of fire-resistive rated duct 
products  are  considered  to  achieve  code  compliance  including;  blankets, wraps or 
batts   that  are  applied   directly  to  duct  work,   along  with  coated  ducts  and  other 
manufactured  duct  assemblies.  In  order  to  understand  the  product  limitations, it is 
important   to   understand   how   different    products   achieve   their   fire   resistance 
capabilities.   So   among   other   things,   attendees  will  learn  the  basics  for  proper 
application of fire-resistive rated duct and enclosure  assemblies’ listings... (read more)
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The President's Message 
At a board meeting early this year the chapter treasurer, Kevin Gardner, announced to all assembled 
that the brain cancer he fought several years before had recurred.  Kevin said that he would be unable 
to continue on the board after the 2016/17 chapter year but would finish out his time as treasurer.   

 He did not ask us to hide his illness or pretend that he was well.  Instead, Kevin kept us advised of his 
condition throughout the chapter year and insisted upon completing the treasurer’s tasks including being 
audited.  In particular, Kevin let us know when his thinking was impaired by the cancer or its treatment. 

Kevin died last weekend.   He leaves a young family and a thriving engineering practice.   

We also lost Damon Gowan last month.  Damon had a remarkable career as a U.S. Army pilot, president 
of one of Houston’s largest mechanical contracting companies, church leader, President of National 
Environmental  Balancing Board (NEBB), president of the Galveston Country Club, Grand 1894 Opera 
House board member and ASHRAE Society President.   

One could write many paragraphs about Damon’s contributions to ASHRAE but the contribution that 
must be recognized by the Houston Chapter was Damon’s generous guidance and advice.    

We continuously recognize everyone who contributes to ASHRAE, but this month we will focus on Kevin 
and Damon.  They were both exceptional people who are sorely missed but whose lessons of generosity 
and comradery are still with us.  Please take a moment to celebrate their lives by raising a toast, 
reminiscing with friends or saying a prayer. 

Sincerely, 
Bill Chalmers P.E. 
ASHRAE Houston Chapter 2017-18 President 

Kevin’s announcement was a remarkable act of candor. 

He was always available to provide board members a lesson 

about the workings of ASHRAE at chapter, region or society 

level.   
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Monthly Meeting

The   presentation   is   set   up   with   the   intent   to   be  non- 
commercialized   and  code-focused  on  a  very  important  and 
misunderstood  subject.  Many  types of fire-resistive rated duct 
products are considered  to achieve code compliance including; 
blankets,  wraps  or  batts  that are applied directly to duct work, 
along    with    coated    ducts   and   other   manufactured   duct 
assemblies. 

In order to understand  the product limitations,  it is important to 
understand  how different  products achieve their fire resistance 
capabilities.  So  among  other  things,  attendees  will learn the 
basics  for  proper  application  of  fire-resistive  rated  duct  and 
enclosure  assemblies’  listings  and  approvals  for  compliance 
with the “symmetry testing” and “continuity”  requirements of the 
International Building Code (IBC).  All  products may be applied 
within limitations of their approvals and/or listings. Instructors of 
this  seminar  will  describe how  to properly apply products and 
review   common   pitfalls   relating   to   the  varied  compliance 
approaches  for  the  protection  of  HVAC  systems.   Particular 
focus  is applied to  life safety ventilation  applications,  such  
as stairwell and elevator shaft pressurization systems,  and we 
will examine   when  the  distribution  of  HVAC  duct  systems  
may affect  life  safety  features   of  the   structure,   such   as  
 shaft enclosure  penetrations  along  with  protection  of  fire  
resistive rated floor/ceiling assemblies. 

Mr.  Joseph Hauf, PE is a licensed 
professional  engineer   in  multiple 
states   in    the   Mid-Atlantic   and 
Southeast US, since his start in life 
safety     engineering     with    Rolf 
Jensen  &  Associates,  Inc. out  of 
their   Washington,   DC   office   in 
1988,  while  studying  in  the   Fire 
Protection Engineering program at 
the University of Maryland. 

Mr.  Hauf  has  over  29   years   of 
experience  in  life  safety  and  fire 
protection       engineering      from 
concept    through   commissioning 
for complex, high-rise,  mixed  use 
projects  in  various  jurisdictions in 
the United States and abroad. 

About This 
Month's Speaker

Compliance for Fire Rated Duct 

OCT

18th

$25 Before Oct. 13th

$30 After Oct. 13th

$35 For Non Members

Click Here to Register

https://ashraehouston.starchapter.com/meet-reg1.php?id=136
https://ashraehouston.starchapter.com/meet-reg1.php?id=136
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Announcements
Join us on November 17th for a bowling tournament

Are you a member?V o l u n t e e r s  n e e d e d !

Registrations

Sponsorship

Bowlmor Lanes 
925 Bunker Hill Rd. 
Houston, TX 77024

- $100 for single person 
- $400 for a team of 4 
- Includes 2 hrs of bowling,            
  h'ordeurves, 2 drink tickets,        
  open bar, and awards ceremony. 
- Limited to 40 bowlers!

- Beverage sponsor- $1000 
- Food sponsor- $750 
- Award sponsor- $500 
- Shoe sponsor- $500 
- Lane sponsor- $100 

Visitation at J. Levy & 
Termini Funeral home was 
held on September 14th. 
Burial at Veterans Memorial 
Cemetary was held on 
September 15th 
Celebration of life at 
Galveston Country Club was 
held on September 16th

Visitation and Rosary at St. 
Cecilia Catholic church was 
held on September 29th 
Funeral mass and interment 
in the Memorial Oaks 
Cemetary was held on 
September 30th.

Email kmcculloch@convergentz.com 
or call (713) 328-3775 to sponsor 

Kevin Gerard Gardner II
May 15, 1973  

- 
September 23, 2017

Damon Gowan
August 8, 1936  

- 
September 5, 2017

Click here and log 
in to renew today!

Click   here   and   fill 
out the form to join!

ASHRAE Annual Meeting will be 
held in Houston in June of 2018 
We need 32 monitors for June 
24th session and 18 for each day 
between June 25th and June 27th. 
Monitors are to scan badges and 
help with any audio/video issues 
with any presentation. 
Volunteers will get complimentary 
registration ($500 value), and 3.5 
to 4 pdh credits, if applicable. 
Contact Hugh McMillan at 
hcmc3@htt.net if interested. 

https://ashraehouston.starchapter.com/meet-reg1.php?id=137
https://ashraehouston.starchapter.com/meet-reg1.php?id=137
https://ashraehouston.starchapter.com/meet-reg1.php?id=137
https://ashraehouston.starchapter.com/meet-reg1.php?id=137
https://ashraehouston.starchapter.com/meet-reg1.php?id=137
https://www.ashrae.org/home/login?ReturnURL=https://eweb.ashrae.org/eweb/DynamicPage.aspx?WebCode=CFRM#
https://www.ashrae.org/home/login?ReturnURL=https://eweb.ashrae.org/eweb/DynamicPage.aspx?WebCode=CFRM#
https://join.ashrae.org/
https://join.ashrae.org/
https://www.ashrae.org/membership--conferences/conferences/2018-ashrae-winter-conference
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YEA and WiA

Women in ASHRAE 

Young Engineers in ASHRAE 

Opportunities for professional development 
Expand leadership skills 
Create a network of women supporting women 
For women and men supporting women in ASHRAE
Contact Rachel Haines or Lauren Ramos with any questions

NEXT HAPPY HOUR 
NOVEMBER 9TH AT 5:00 AT

NEXT HAPPY HOUR OCTOBER 
18TH; 5:30-8:30 PM AT

Geared towards professionals under 35
Focusing on networking and leadership skills
Mentor-ship from other professionals
Contact Rachel Haines (rachel.haines@dsxeng.com) or Chase 
Bielamwicz (chase.t.bielamoqicz@jci.com) with any questions

https://ashraehouston.starchapter.com/meet-reg1.php?id=137
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Historian's Corner
Interview with ASHRAE Fellow Member Jeff S. Haberal, Ph.D., 
P.E.inactive, FIBSA Written by Victoria Herman

When you read about ASHRAE, it 
describes its members as focused 
“on building systems, energy 
efficiency, indoor air quality, 
refrigeration and sustainability within 
the industry.”  I recently had the 
pleasure of speaking with Dr. Jeff 
Haberl and gained some insight of 
how one can devote their career to 
building energy efficiency and I also 
learned a bit of history through our 
conversation. 
Dr. Haberl is currently the 
architecture department’s Head for 
Research, a Professor in the 
Department of Architecture and an 
Associate Director of the Energy 
Systems Laboratory at Texas A&M 
University.  He started his 
academics with the University of 
Colorado at Boulder.  Having 
attended the same Architectural 
Engineering program there as Dr. 
Haberl, I was excited to learn more 
about his path in this industry. 

I asked him to tell me about his 
career path and what attracted 
him to engineering and the HVAC 
industry. 
Dr.  Haberl told me that he had a 
friend that was an Architectural 
Engineer so he knew about the field 
through him and he’s always liked 
working with buildings.  He also 
mentioned that he was influenced  

by the fact that his Dad was 
involved in engineering so he was 
able to tag along with him and 
foster the nature he had.  Like so 
many engineers, he enjoyed taking 
things apart to find out how they 
worked. 
As we talked about taking things 
apart and learning how things work, 
Dr. Haberl told me that he had to 
work through college to support 
himself. His first job was working on 
pin- ball machines which was right 
up his ally with taking things apart 
and figuring out the way they 
worked.  From there, he went on to 
tell me about his internship. 

First internship 
While he was in school in Colorado, 
nearby there was the Rocky Flats 
Plant, a former nuclear weapons 
production facility.  Because the 
facility was federally owned, it was 
subject to federal energy 
requirements creating a need for 
the 
facility to evaluate energy use and 
consumption.  This created the 
opportunity for Dr. Haberl to start 
his energy modeling on buildings 
using computers.  He explained that 
back then, in order to run the 
simulations he had to use the main 
frame computers with the DOE-2 
program. 

This early work with Rocky Flats 
was just the beginning of a career 
with vast energy modeling 
experience.  Dr. Haberl has also 
authored several 
papers about the origins of energy 
modeling, several of which I 
thoroughly enjoyed reading. 
As our conversation moved on and 
we discussed how his career 
progressed, he described moving 
around the country from Colorado 
to New Jersey and then to Texas. 
Although a culture shock each 
time, one constant through all the 
moves was his involvement in 
ASHRAE. 

Tell me about how you first got 
involved with ASHRAE 
Dr.  Haberl explained that when he 
was working at Rocky Flats, there 
was some staff there that was 
involved introduced him to the 
society. He explained that at his 
first ASHRAE meeting he delivered 
a paper. And ‘Oh by the way’ that   

D i d  y o u  k n o w ?  
Dr. Haberl has been working with 

energy modeling for over 35 years? 

Imagine the truth in his statement: 

“It’s been quite remarkable to see it 

evolve!” 
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Historian's Corner
Interview with ASHRAE Fellow Member Jeff S. Haberal, Ph.D., 
P.E.inactive, FIBSA Written by Victoria Herman

meeting just happened to be in 
Hawaii. “So I thought this ASHRAE 
stuff is cool!” 
What an introduction! I’m sure I 
would have been right there with 
him if my first meeting was on a 
beautiful island! It’s a good thing for 
all of us that he had that experience 
and he has stuck with us, dedicating 
his time and knowledge to our field. 

Of all the work you have done 
with ASHRAE what has ASHRAE 
meant to you personally? 
As Dr. Haberl responded to my 
question and in the pause before he 
spoke, I could almost see his face 
as he truly thought about his 
response. “I’m proud to have done 
some work where I could make a 
significant contribution.” He went on 
to expand about how his work on 
the different committees and his 
work on Guideline 14 came out of 
his work at Texas A&M and all the 
way back to the University of 
Colorado. The guideline for 
Measurement of Energy, Demand, 
and Water Savings provides an 
actual engineering document and 
his work in the LoanStar program 
from Texas A&M became the basis 
for much of the guideline. 
He also explained that it’s been 
quite rewarding lately to work with 
the historical committee, writing  

down all of the things that he has 
done along with meeting people 
that he read about. 
To wrap up our conversation, I 
asked Dr. Haberl what’s become 
my favorite question to ask Fellows. 

What advice would you give to a 
young engineer entering the 
HVAC field? 
His advice? Go to ASHRAE 
meetings and have lunch with a life 
member. “Sit next to the oldest 
person in the room and ask them 
questions!” You never know what 
kind of interesting stories they might 
have to share with you.  Like how a 
slide rule works, our why there’s an 
annual calculations 
section in the Fundamentals 
Handbook. You might even meet
people you’ve read about! 

Listening to Dr. Haberl explain how 
he’s seen the industry and how the 
technology has evolved has made 
me wonder what kind of stories I’ll 
be able to share with the next 
generation when my time comes. 

D i d  y o u  k n o w ?  

30+ times honored, awarded 
and given special recognition 
for industry contributions 
330+ publications and 
authoritative references 
(+10 pending publications) 
50+ Software publications 
10+ Patents, Copy Rights & 
Registered Marks 

Dr. Haberl’s abbreviated Resume 

by the numbers: 
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Sustainability Corner
Building Energy Optimization- How To Avoid an Energy Model in LEED?
The energy modeling process has become fairly 
standard on LEED projects. It can be easy or complex 
depending on many factors such as: number of 
thermal zones, occupancy schedules in different 
zones, internal loads and presence of district 
heating/cooling. On many buildings, a building 
simulation specialist (typically an MEP consultant or 
an ASHRAE Building Energy Modeling Professional) 
ends up spending many hours perfecting an energy 
model. LEED version-4 now offers a few alternative 
compliance paths to opt out of running energy models. 
One of those methods is described below. 

This method called ENERGY PERFORMANCE 
METERING PATH EAPC107 (pilot credit 107) allows 
compliance using metered energy performance data 
to document the intent of the LEED credit. 12 month of 
continuous operation is required to comply with this 
method. The project-team must establish an 
ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager profile, and enter 
all energy consumption data, building space types, 
and usage patterns into Portfolio Manager. The 
project’s energy consumption data generates an 
Energy Score. The following must be tracked on a 
monthly basis:
    • Occupancy per space type. 
    • Operational property use details (i.e. number of      
       workers, number of PCs, operating hours, etc.) 
    • Completely vacant or unused spaces 
(identification       of all spaces).  
Upon completion of the performance period, USGBC 
requires a licensed professional (LP) or the project 
Commissioning Authority (CxA) to verify the metered 
performance for the pilot credit. If using an LP, the LP 
must meet the Eligibility Criteria for Individuals 
Verifying Applications for ENERGY STAR in the 
ENERGY STAR Licensed Professional’s Guide. 

Buildings eligible to receive an energy performance 
rating using the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager tool, must 
achieve an energy performance rating of at least 77 to 
meet the LEED pre-requisite. A building becomes 
eligible for LEED points pursuant to the threshold that 
Energy Star Rating falls into (see the table of Energy 
Star that follows). Obviously, the biggest disadvantage 
of this process is that a building owner must wait a little 
over a year to submit for LEED documentation. But the 
advantages to this method are many: 
    1. Because most of the equipment and controls          
      remain under warranty, any changes can be kept    
      to a minimum, and – more importantly – without        
      any cost to the Owner.   
    2. The commissioning agent could be engaged for a  
        significantly long period of time after end-of              
        construction, thereby streamlining operation/retro-  
        commissioning. 
    3. The LEED process can be easily continued from    
         Design+Construction to Operation and                    
         Maintenance. The building is set up for high          
         performance for its lifetime, instead of just              
         meeting ‘design goals’ through energy modeling. 

Written by Kapil Upadhyaya, BEMP, LEED AP BD &C
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Sustainability Corner
Building Energy Optimization- How To Avoid an Energy Model in LEED?
Written by Kapil Upadhyaya, BEMP, LEED AP BD &C

Have a high energy month! 

Kapil Upadhyaya, BEMP, LEED AP BD&C, Fitwel 
Ambassador 
Senior Associate, Kirksey Architecture 

Feel free to share your thoughts & comments 
about this article at (kapilu@kirksey.com or 
Julie.Thomet@hts.com).  
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